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the search engine. We wanted to make the site a
SSCCHHOOOOLL IISS O
OVVEERR
wealth of information which would spread the
th
Gospel clearly for visitors.
May the 18 was a momentous day for
Please pray that we will accomplish our
the family. It was the day Melissa became a
goals of honoring the Lord giving information
High School Graduate and Daniel became a
on Catholicism, spreading the Gospel and
High schooler. Since then Melissa has been
seeing people saved. WWW.GOITRC.ORG will
accepted to Bob Jones University where she will
be updated each month and we will inform you
major in Ancient History and minor in
as to its progress. It should be ready for log on
Computer Sciences.
in the fall. Please pray for the $1,000 needed to
Daniel still has four years to decide but
complete the web site.
he is leaning toward Computer Programming
and other related skills. In four more years we
FFAAM
will have double graduates, High School and
MIILLY
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College.
Now the real fun begins; each will be
Update on the auto accident the children
studying harder than they ever have before and
had in January. Melissa has been responding
traveling daily in two different directions. We
well to the treatments but has been having
have saved for the children’s college for many
severe headaches as her backbone changes.
years, but as you know if you have children in
Daniel is coming along more slowly and still is
College, it is still going to be costly. Please pray
having trouble straightening his shoulders but
that the Lord will help us make up the extra we
with out the pain.
will need each month.
Mom Eberhardt is in good health, but
she is becoming more forgetful every day. We
are on the phone daily and I praise the Lord we
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are only 5 minutes away.
Dad Eberhardt is not showing any more
Much of June and July has been spent
improvement
from his stroke last year. His
working on the GO Web Site. We wanted the
general
health
is
steady but rehab has not helped
site to be more than a few pictures and sayings
him with his walking or overall strength. Please
so the site now contains over 80 News Articles,
pray for his condition to improve, right now it
Charts, Studies on Catholicism, Sermons, GO
looks like we will not be able to bring him
Prayer Letters, Histories, World Missions, the
home.
ability to order materials on line and much
A few weeks ago Daniel and I were
more. Yes, we will have some pictures too.
doing
some
needed work in the back yard, and I
I have finished compiling the first wave
am not as young as I use to be. I over did it and
of information and material and our web expert
hurt my back again. For you who don’t know, I
is now putting everything together. We are
was in an auto accident in 1990 which cracked 3
attempting to cue the Catholic Encyclopedia to

vertebras in my lower back; 18 months later I
could walk again. Praise the Lord, but I still
have some pain from time to time. Please pray
for Melissa, Daniel, Mon and Dad.

PPRROOJJEECCTT PPRROOGGRREESSSS
The notes for the CATHOLICISM
EXPLAINED NEW TESTAMENT are coming
along well, there is still much to do but we are
progressing. Many have asked to have the
CENT on a CD Rom for use on the computer,
and this is a good idea, however, we do not
know any companies or individuals who can do
this for us. Now is the time to look into this; if
you have any knowledge in this area please let
us know about it.
As of now we are very tight on the
CENT budget having nothing to spare. If the
Lord wants the computer version of the CENT
(which could be very practically used around
the world) we would have to raise several
thousand dollars more. Please pray for the Lord
to show us His will.
CATHOLIC DOCTRINE AND THE
BIBLE is being edited now and we may be able
to produce them at headquarters which would
keep the cost down.
We have received a good testimony for
print in the Spanish language, because we have
just started this project we will keep you
informed.
Pray that we can convert many of our
videos and tapes to DVD and CD. We have
received many requests for the newer formats.
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During the summer months there is
traditionally a slump in giving because of
vacations and the like. This year gas prices have
pinched our budgets more than usual and taken
some away from Mission giving.
Since April we have had a drop off in
support for our work in Kenya, East Africa. The
need is only $300 per month and we have been
receiving just over $100. We have been making
up the difference ourselves from the general
fund. This is creating a stain in our finances we

will not be able to continue supplementing the
funds for Kenya ourselves.
Please pray with us that the Lord will
supply the need. If you are already giving
faithfully, thank you very much and praise the
Lord for you. We are not asking you to shift
your giving to another project, we are asking for
the Lord to encourage new givers to rise up.
Remember that circumstances should not affect
our Christian life; we still live daily for Him as
good stewards remaining faithful no matter what
the circumstances around us.
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● Melissa will be attending College in the fall,
finances and for the headaches and back
pain from the accident to subside.
● Daniel will be in high school this fall, and
pray for his back to improve.
● Mom and Dad’s health needs.
● My back to get better.
● For GOITRC.ORG to be finished and paid for
● For souls to be saved through the web site
● For projects like the CENT and CATHOLIC
DOCTRINE AND THE BIBLE to be
completed
● For GO Kenya
● For our mission finances
● For our headquarters missionaries who are
undergoing great difficulties right now
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We at Gospel Outreach have been very
busy this summer with projects, family and our
missionaries around the world. We have been
dealing with shortages and problems at home
and overseas. We thank you for your prayers
which hold us up before the Lord and keep us
going you have shouldered our burden with us.
May the Lord bless you.
Because of Calvary

Frank A Eberhardt
Romans 10:17

